Hope Your Spring Semester is off to a Great Start!

The Connection is now open in the UMC, make sure to go check out all the updates.

CUSG has been working hard for the community here at CU Boulder. Look out for what is in store this semester.

GO FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA:
@cusgboulder
Co- Executive Report

The Co- Executives, Michael and Ryan, along with the director of Legislative Affairs, Molly, are headed to DC next week to advocate on behalf of the student body. The search for the new permanent director of the UMC is underway. Election season is quickly approaching so don’t forget to have your voice heard and vote! Poles are open April 6th- 9th.

Events

- CUSG Elections Kickoff is in the planning- will have games, food, etc.
- Earth Day, April 22, we plan to have a big event because this year is the 50th anniversary
- Disability Awareness Open Forum in the REC, mid March
- CUSG Career Fair in late April to spread awareness about our open positions and help our future executives fill positions in the cabinet.
- Always be on the lookout for tabling, we typically do these once a month.

More details to come!

Sustainability

What’s your campus sustainability idea?
President’s Sustainable Solutions Challenge
Submit your Intention to Participate by March 9th
The CU President’s Office has teamed up with the Environmental Center and CUSG to host a challenge and cash prizes to CU students. Pitch new approaches to address environmental sustainability, resource efficiency and social justice on one CU campus or for the whole University of Colorado system. $1000 cash awarded to one team from each CU campus, $2000 grand prize awarded on April 22
Enter by March 9th, Proposals due April 1

Gender & Sexuality

I’ve been putting out surveys to better understand student needs and how CUSG can best connect to the student body. I met with Buff Portal to improve the visibility of their pronoun options area of Buff Portal to encourage proper pronoun usage on campus. I’m working with Student Engagement to get CUSG more involved in Fall Welcome. I’ve been working with the rest of Diversity and Inclusion to get administration more connected to students through a listening tour. I’m getting started on legislation to get baby changing stations in men’s restrooms.
CUSG and CU Boulder has prioritized the Census this year as CU is one of the most underrepresented universities in the United States. Programs are being implemented across campus to record our +35,000 students, faculty, and staff. Each person who responds to the Census helps contribute $23,000 to their community. Safe, quick, and efficient this cornerstone of Democracy is being represented through our online platform, in the classrooms, student funded events, and more. For more information check out: colorado.edu/census2020
YOU Define the Decade!
Elections are Quickly Approaching

March 18th- Town Hall
April 1st- Candidates Debate
April 6th-9th- Elections